
To generate results, your territory sales team must have an effective process and solid grasp on the

fundamentals - namely, controlling and driving the sales cycle. While seemingly simple, many territory

sales professionals lack process and basic training that build the foundation for a successful sales

career.

 

Help your team develop critical selling skills, with IMPAX's Practical Sales program. This highly-

interactive two-to-three day program is live-account based, and introduces participants to an

adaptable sales process that can be used to close a sale after one call or over several. This

methodology leverages four steps - select, understand, access, and advance - to elevate your sales

professionals from vendors to valuable business resources in the eyes of your clients.
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Select: One of the best ways to improve close rate is to select optimal opportunities from the

beginning. "Select" helps sales professionals assess prospects and opportunities to ensure they are

using their time in the best way possible.

Understand: "Understand" helps sales professionals deepen their knowledge beyond the

customer’s needs, to understanding their business direction. This phase focuses on how to

efficiently gather relevant information and insight, develop coach relationships, and understand the

business and solution fit with a customer.

Access: In order to sell value, sales professionals must get to those who can buy it. "Access" helps

salespeople identify decision makers and individuals with influence, define a strategy for reaching

these individuals, and navigate people and processes who attempt to block their path to success.

Advance: In order to realize the impact of the business fit, salespeople need to deliver compelling,

customer-focused messages and presentations that advance the relationship forward. In "Advance",

sales professionals will learn how to proactively advance the process.

This powerful methodology is closed-loop, actionable, repeatable and can be executed across the B2B

business environment. Most important, it transforms sales professionals from mere vendors to valued

business partners in the eyes of their customers. 



In the Practical Sales program, your participants will learn skills that help them channel their energy

and efforts towards the opportunities they have the best chance of winning. From scouting new

territory to cultivating networks to qualifying accounts to dealing with voice mail to identifying

gatekeepers to accessing decision makers, sales professionals can immediately apply the IMPAX

Process to their selling challenges. 

 

Specifically, the topics we'll cover include:

Territory planning

Opportunity assessment

Conducting & organizing research

Creating a pre-call plan

Cultivating a strong network

Gaining access to decision makers

Presentation development & delivery

Closing & negotiating the sale

Handling objections
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To schedule a session for your team, contact your IMPAX rep today, or visit us online at

www.impaxcorp.com.

http://www.impaxcorp.com/contact-us

